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1. Introduction

Recent work on yes-no question formation (Bailey 2013, Holmberg 2015) has proposed that the 
underlying syntax of yes-no questions involves an IP-internal functional projection polarity phrase 
(PolP), headed by a polarity variable ([±Pol]), whose value is restricted to [positive] and [negative].
[±Pol] is spelled-out as a question particle -ko/-kö in Finnish and an A-not-A string in Standard Mandarin.
Moreover, [±Pol] undergoes movement to the C-domain to assign sentential scope. It does so overtly in 
Finnish yet covertly in Mandarin (1-2).
 
(1)   [Finnish] (Holmberg 2015: 34) 

a. Minä pidän tästä kirjasta.   b. Pidät-kö  sinä  tästä  kirjasta? 
    I  like  this.ABL book.ABL      like-KO  you this.ABL book.ABL 
    ‘I like this book.’       ‘Do you like this book?’   
          

(2)   [Standard Mandarin] 
a. wo xihuan zhe-ben shu.  b. ni xi-bu-xihuan zhe-ben shu? 

     I like this-CL book      you like-NEG-like this-CL book 
     ‘I like this book.’       ‘Do you like this book?’  
 

However, this approach cannot be easily extended to non-standard varieties of Mandarin. For 
instance, in Nanjing Mandarin, a single yes-no question may involve a question particle and an A-not-
A string: 

(3) [Nanjing Mandarin] 
ni a hun-pe-hunxi ke-ben su? 
you Q like-NEG-like this-CL book 
‘Do you like this book?’ 

Building on work by Bailey and Holmberg, I propose a unified analysis for a variety of yes-no 
questions in two mutually intelligible variations of “Jianghuai/Lower-Yangtze” Mandarin (Wurm et al. 
1987), spoken in Nanjing and Wuhu. More specifically, I argue that, in addition to PolP, the syntactic 
representation of yes-no questions involves a clause-internal question phrase (QP, à la Cable, 2010; 
Kotek,  2019); and the derivation of yes-no questions involves movement of a Q-operator (Op) from 
Spec QP to the C-domain, while [±Pol] is interpreted in-situ throughout the computation and does not 
move.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of various yes-no 
questions in Wuhu and Nanjing Mandarin. In section 3 I argue that a unified syntactic analysis of these 
yes-no questions receives support from both distributional differences between Q particles and the A-
not-A string in these two dialects, and certain properties shared across all types of yes-no questions. 
Section 4 lays out my proposal of interpreting [±Pol] in-situ.  
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2. An overview of yes-no questions in two Mandarin dialects  

Similar to Standard Mandarin (2), an A-not-A string can be used to ask a yes-no question in both 
Wuhu and Nanjing Mandarin, illustrated by the bold elements in (4b): 
 
(4) [Wuhu & Nanjing]1 

a. Zangsen qie liulin.    Statement  
    Z.  eat durian 
    ‘Zhangsan eat durians.’      

 
b. zangsen qie-pe-qie liulin?   A-not-A question 
    Z.  eat-NEG-eat durian 
    ‘Does Zhangsan eat durians?’     

For native speakers of Wuhu and Nanjing, another natural way to ask a yes-no question is to use a 
clause-internal question particle, pronounced as ha in Wuhu and a in Nanjing respectively. A ha/a 
question is minimally different from a declarative sentence (4a) by having ha/a in the preverbal position 
(5). This is the most canonical position of a clause-internal question particle in Wuhu/Nanjing yes-no 
questions, and I will refer to them as “Q-VP” questions.  

(5)   Zangsen  ha/a qie liulin?   Q-VP question 
 Z.  Q eat durian 

‘Does Zhangsan eat durians?’    

It should be noted that, similar to Hindi-Urdu kya: (Bhatt & Dayal 2020) and unlike Japanese ka, 
Sinhala da, or Tlingit sá, ha/a occurs only in yes-no questions but not wh-questions. 
 
(6) Zangsen  (*ha/a) qie (*ha/a) seme? 

Z.     Q eat    Q what 
‘What does Zhangsan eat?’ 
 

As we have already seen, interestingly, Nanjing speakers also productively allow the question 
particle a to co-occur with an A-not-A string within a single yes-no question, surfacing as a “Q+A-not-
A” question2. (7) is another example: 
 
(7) [Nanjing Mandarin] 

Zangsen  a qie-pe-qie liulin?  Q+A-not-A question  
Z.  Q eat-NEG-eat durian 
‘Does Zhangsan eat durians?’  

Under Holmberg/Bailey’s approach, the very existence of Nanjing “Q+A-not-A” questions is 
somewhat surprising unless we assume that a single yes-no question like (3) or (7) involves two polarity 
variables: one is spelled-out as a and the other as an A-not-A string. Alternatively, one could argue that, 
in addition to PolP, the syntax of yes-no questions involves an independent functional projection, and 
the question particle and the A-not-A string correspond to distinct functional heads.  

These two assumptions thus make different predictions regarding the distributions and/or properties 
of question particles and A-not-A strings: the former one predicts that they behave similarly, whereas 
the latter approach predicts the opposite. In the next section, I show that testing these predictions will 
shed light on yes-no question formation in Wuhu and Nanjing Mandarin. 

1 Throughout the rest of the paper, without further specifying, the data in each example are from both Wuhu and 
Nanjing Mandarin.  
2 The co-existence of Q-VP, A-not-A and Q+A-not-A questions within the same language is not Nanjing-specific. 
It is found in various Sinitic languages, e.g. Singapore Teochew (Cole & Lee 1997), and Austroasiatic languages 
like Mang (Gao 2003). 
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3. The Syntax of Wuhu/Nanjing yes-no questions 
3.1. Distributional differences between Q particles and A-not-A  
 

We can first test both predictions by looking at slightly more complicated yes-no questions, e.g. 
those involve adverbs, and investigate how Q particles like ha/a and A-not-A strings interact with these 
adverbs respectively. (8) illustrates a declarative sentence with an adverb cenjin ‘once’: 
 
(8)   Zangsen  cenjin qie-guo liulin. 

Z.  once  eat-EXP durian 
‘Zhangsan once ate durians.’ 

 
A corresponding A-not-A question based on (8) is given in (9), where the contrast shows that the 

preferred position for the A-not-A string is to follow but not precede cenjin: 
 

(9)   a. Zangsen cenjin qie-mei-qie-guo liulin?  once…A-not-A 
    Z.  once eat-NEG-eat-EXP durian   
   ‘Did Zhangsan once eat durians?’     

 
b. */?Zangsen cen-mei-cenjin qie-guo liulin?  */?A-not-A…once3 
         Z.  on-NEG-once eat-EXP durian 
       

Conversely, the positional restriction seems to be the opposite when we turn to Q-VP questions 
involving cenjin. Although without adverbs, Q particles are canonically in the immediately preverbal 
position (5), in the presence of  cenjin, it is clear that ha/a cannot remain in the immediately preverbal 
position. Instead, they must precede the adverb: 
 
(10)   a. Zangsen ha/a cenjin qie-guo liulin?          ha…once 

           Z.  Q once eat-EXP durian 
      ‘Did Zhangsan once eat durians?’    

 
b. */?Zangsen cenjin ha/a  qie-guo liulin?         *once…ha 
         Z.  once Q eat-EXP durian 

         
Thus, using an adverb like cenjin ‘once’, situated relatively high in the adverb hierarchy (Cinque 

1999, 2006), as a reference point, we are able to see some distributional differences between ha and the 
A-not-A string, summarized in (11). Under an analysis in which both ha/a and the A-not-A string encode 
the functional head [±Pol], the restriction in (11a) is not expected. However, a contrast like this is 
predicted by the alternative analysis where ha/a and the A-not-A string are different heads and hence 
are merged in different positions in the clausal spine (11b), assuming Q particles like ha/a project a QP, 
adopting the terminology used in Cable (2010) and Kotek (2019).  
 
(11)   a. ha/a/*A-not-A…once…A-not-A/*ha/*a 

b. QP > AdvPonce > PolP 
  

Meanwhile, the hierarchy in (11b) further predicts a restriction on the linear order between the Q 
particle and the A-not-A string in Nanjing Q+A-not-A questions, i.e. a must precede but not follow an 
A-not-A string when they co-occur. This is borne out: 
 
(12)   [Nanjing Mandarin] 

*Zangsen qie-pe-qie a liulin? 
  Z.  eat-NEG-eat Q durian 
 

3 It should be noted that the ungrammaticality of (10b) is not because an A-not-A string cannot be formed on adverbs. 
In fact, it can, as pointed out in Zhang (1995).  
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(11b) further leads us to speculate whether the proposed difference between QP headed by ha/a and 
PolP headed by the A-not-A string can be attested in other aspects of the grammar, in addition to above 
linear word order restrictions. We can look at clauses embedded under certain control predicates: 

 
(13)   a. Zangsen dasun qie liulin. 

    Z.  plan eat durian 
    ‘Zhangsan plans to eat durians.’ 

 
 b. Zangsen dasun qie-pe-qie liulin?   plan…A-not-A 

    Z.  plan eat-NEG-eat durian 
    ‘Does Zhangsan plan to eat durians?’ 

 
c. */?Zangsen dasun ha/a qie liulin?   *plan…ha/a 
         Z.  plan Q eat durian 

           
The above contrast shows that only the A-not-A string but not ha is allowed under dasun ‘plan’, 

another distributional difference that is unexpected under an analysis where both ha/a and the A-not-A 
string are spell-outs of [±Pol]. Conversely, assuming that Q particles and the A-not-A string are within 
separate functional projections, this contrast follows naturally: clauses embedded under some control 
verbs may lack certain functional projections which otherwise exist in non-embedded clauses (Paul 
2005), and QP headed by ha/a is one of these projections.  

If this is on the right track, we would further expect that certain other elements/functional 
projections in yes-no questions may not be allowed in clauses embedded under dasun either. We can 
test this by looking at the distribution of an adverb daodi ‘truly’, which is argued to have a wh-phrase 
or an A-not-A string in its c-command domain in Standard Mandarin wh-the-hell questions (Huang & 
Ochi 2004), a property that is shared by Wuhu and Nanjing (14). 

 
(14)   a. Zangsen  daodi  qie-pe-qie  liulin?    daodi … A-not-A  

    Z.   truly  eat-NEG-eat  durian  
‘Does Zhangsan truly eat durians?’ 

 
 b. *Zangsen qie-pe-qie daodi liulin?   *A-not-A … daodi 

       Z.  eat-NEG-eat truly durian 
 
Meanwhile, although we have seen that ha/a must precede adverbs like cenjin, the Q particles must 

consistently follow daodi in Q-VP and Q+A-not-A questions, suggesting that the structural restriction 
on wh-the-hell questions must hold in yes-no questions with sentence-internal Q particles as well.  
 
(15)   a. Zangsen  daodi  ha/a qie  liulin?    daodi … ha/a  

    Z.   truly  Q eat  durian  
‘Does Zhangsan truly eat durians?’ 

 
b. *Zangsen  ha/a daodi  qie  liulin?    *ha/a … daodi 

           Z.   Q truly  eat  durian 
 
(16)   [Nanjing Mandarin] 

a. Zangsen  daodi  a qie-pe-qie liulin?   daodi … a  
           Z.   truly  Q eat-NEG-eat  durian 
 

b. *Zangsen  a daodi  qie-pe-qie  liulin?   *a … daodi 
           Z.   Q truly  eat-NEG-eat  durian 

  
Adopting Huang & Ochi’s (2004) analysis of daodi that it is within an IP-internal projection AttP, 

I assume the following functional hierarchy in Wuhu/Nanjing yes-no-the-hell questions: 
 
(17)   AttP > QP > PolP 
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If the ban against having ha/a within the clause embedded under dasun is hierarchical, i.e. it lacks 
certain high projections like QP, then we expect that projections higher than QP should not be allowed 
under dasun either. This is attested:  

 
(18)   Zangsen  dasun (*daodi)  qie-pe-qie  liulin?  plan…*daodi  

Z.   plan      truly   eat-NEG.-eat  durian  
‘Does Zhangsan plan to (*truly) eat durians or not?’  
 

Beyond yes-no questions, an A-not-A string can also occur within unconditionals (Lin 1996). For 
instance, (19a) illustrates that it is compatible with “bare unconditionals”, i.e. unconditional clauses 
without an overt equivalent of English “no matter/regardless of”, adopting Rawlins’ (2008) terminology. 
 
(19)   a. Zangsen qie-pe-qie liulin, wo dou zici ta. 

    Z.  eat-NEG-eat durian 1SG ALL support 3SG 
    ‘Whether Zhangsan eats durians or not, I support him.’ 
 
b. *Zangsen ha/a qie liulin, wo dou zici ta. 
      Z.  Q  eat durian 1SG ALL support 3SG 
        

Once again, a distributional difference between the A-not-A string and ha/a is observed: only the 
former but not the latter is allowed in the antecedent clause of a bare unconditional, another pattern that 
is unexpected if both ha and the A-not-A string encode the same syntactic head [±Pol].  

This can be made sense of if we assume that the A-not-A string only introduces a disjunction into 
the derivation and does not necessarily lead to a question interpretation, while Q particles are inherently 
interrogative. Since bare unconditionals are not questions, it follows that they are compatible with the 
A-not-A string but Q particles.  

Under this analysis, other elements that are independently motivated to be interrogative are 
predicted to be incompatible with bare unconditionals as well. To test this, we can also look at daodi, 
which has been argued to occur within only interrogative CPs in Standard Mandarin (Huang & Ochi 
2004), another property that is shared in its Wuhu and Nanjing varieties: daodi is not allowed in a non-
interrogative sentence (20).  
 
(20)   Zangsan  (*daodi)  qie liulin. 

Z.      truly  eat durian 
‘Zhangsan (*truly) eats durians.’ 
 

daodi is then expected to be incompatible with bare unconditionals. This is borne out:   
 

(21)   Zangsen  (*daodi)  qie-pe-qie liulin, wo dou zici ta. 
Z.      truly  eat-NEG-eat durian 1SG ALL support 3SG 

     ‘Whether Zhangsan (*truly) eats durians or not, I support him.’ 
 
To summarize what we have observed so far, various distributional differences between Q particles 

like ha/a and the A-not-A string argue against analyses treating both of them as spell-outs of a single 
syntactic head [±Pol]. Instead, they must be within distinct functional projections.  
 
3.2. Similarities among A-not-A, Q-VP and Q+A-not-A questions  
 

Despite the abovementioned differences between ha/a and the A-not-A string, interestingly, all three 
types of yes-no questions exhibit several parallel patterns. One obvious fact is that they are all neutral 
yes-no questions and require to be responded by repeating the main predicate (“verb echo” or “echo” 
answer in Simpson 2014, Holmberg 2015). For instance, (4b), (5) and (7) are all answered by verb echo 
answers but not particle answers like dei ‘yes (lit. correct)’ or pe dei ‘no (lit. not correct)’: 
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(22)   qie  /pe  qie /*dei  /*pe dei  
eat  NEG.IMP.  eat    correct     NEG  correct 
‘Yes (lit. eat). / No (lit. not eat).’ 

Moreover, these yes-no questions are subject to the same types of locality effects. On the one hand, 
one property of A-not-A questions in Standard Mandarin is that they are island-sensitive (Huang 1982, 
1991):  

 
(23)   [Standard Mandarin] 

*Zhangsan  da-le  [RC chi-bu-chi  liulian]  de  xuesheng?  
  Z.   hit-PERF       eat-NEG-eat  durian  DE  student  
  Intended ‘Did Zhangsan hit students who eat durians or students who don’t?’ 

 
This kind of island-sensitivity is found across all three types of yes-no questions in Wuhu and 

Nanjing as well: none of the A-not-A string, Q particles, or Q+A-not-A can occur within a relative clause 
and still have a matrix question reading. 

 
(24)   a. *Zangsen  da-le  [RC qie-pe-qie  liulin]  di  xuesen?  

      Z.   hit-PERF       eat-NEG-eat  durian  DE  student 
 
b. *Zangsen  da-le  [RC ha/a qie  liulin]  di  xuesen?  
      Z.   hit-PERF       Q eat durian  DE  student 

 
(25)   [Nanjing Mandarin] 

*Zangsen  da-le  [RC a qie-pe-qie  liulin]  di  xuesen?  
         Z.   hit-PERF       Q eat-NEG-eat  durian  DE  student 

 
On the other hand, it has been observed that A-not-A questions in Standard Mandarin show (focus) 

intervention effects (Law 2006, Yang 2012). For instance, an A-not-A question is incompatible with a 
focus particle jiu ‘only’ in the subject position: 
 
(26)   [Standard Mandarin] 

*jiu Zhangsan chi-bu-chi liulian? 
  only Z.  eat-NEG.-eat  durian 
  Intended ‘Does only Zhangsan eat durians?’ 

The same kind of restriction extends to all types of yes-no questions in Wuhu and Nanjing as well:  
 
(27)   a. *jiu Zangsen  qie-pe-qie liulin? 

     only Z.  eat-NEG.-eat  durian 
   
b. *jiu Zangsen  ha/a qie liulin? 
     only Z.  Q eat  durian 

 
(28)   [Nanjing Mandarin] 

*jiu Zangsen  a qie-pe-qie liulin? 
  only Z.  Q eat-NEG.-eat  durian 

 
3.3. A unified analysis of yes-no questions  
 

So far, we have observed these three facts about yes-no questions in Wuhu and Nanjing: (i) there 
are various surface forms of them, i.e. A-not-A, Q-VP and Q+A-not-A questions; (ii) Q particles and the 
A-not-A string have different distributions; (iii) all three types show both island-sensitivity and focus 
intervention effects. Hence, any analysis of yes-no question formation in Wuhu and Nanjing should be 
able to capture all three facts. 
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I argue that these facts are connected to each other and can be accounted for by a unified analysis 
that yes-no questions in Wuhu and Nanjing Mandarin share the same syntax, which involves both a QP 
and a PolP in their underlying structures4.   

As argued in section 3.1, the existence of an independent functional projection headed by Q particles 
like ha or a is supported by distributional differences between ha/a and the A-not-A string, i.e. fact (ii).  

Furthermore, fact (i) receives a straightforward account if we assume that there are null counterparts 
of the A-not-A string and Q particles in the lexicon: the variation of surface forms of yes-no questions 
then is a byproduct of merging either overt or null heads into the derivation. To elaborate, in an A-not-
A question, only [±Pol] is overtly realized as an A-not-A string while a null counterpart of ha/a is merged 
as the Q head; the situation is reversed in a Q-VP question, in which an overt Q particle is merged and 
[±Pol] is null; when both the PolP and QP heads are overt, the sentence will be spelled-out as a Q+A-
not-A question.    

Part of fact (iii), i.e. the island-sensitivity of all three types of yes-no questions can be made sense 
of by the existence of syntactic movement. In particular, along the lines of Ernst (1994) and Cole & Lee 
(1997), I assume an operator (Op) is base-generated at the specifier of QP, and it moves to the C-domain 
in the derivation. This movement is sensitive to syntactic islands. (29) schematizes my proposal: 
 
(29) QP 

ru 
Op       Q’   

ru  
 Q       (XP) 
ha/a ru  

PolP 
         ru  
     [±Pol] 
    A-not-A 

Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that, unlike Bhatt & Dayal’s (2020) analysis of Hindi-Urdu kya:, 
I do not assume ha/a to be in the C-domain. One argument for my analysis concerns the interaction 
between ha/a and other independently motivated TP-internal elements like daodi (Huang & Ochi, 2004; 
Law, 2008): as shown in section 3.1, ha/a must follow daodi.  
 
4. Interpreting [±Pol] in-situ  
 

In this section, I address the remaining half of fact (iii), focus intervention effects in yes-no questions. 
Along the lines of Huang (1982, 1991), Holmberg (2015) argues that, in the derivation of yes-no 
questions, the disjunction introduced by [±Pol], encoded by the A-not-A string in Standard Mandarin, 
moves at LF to the C-domain and has “sentential scope” at its landing site. If one adopts this [±Pol] 
movement approach, it is imaginable that focus intervention effects are caused by this movement 
process5. Although I have adopted the analysis that [±Pol] is involved in yes-no question formation, I 
do not assume that it moves. One empirical argument against a movement analysis of [±Pol] comes from 
its interaction with universal quantifiers in A-not-A questions: 

(30)   Zangsen meitin   qie-pe-qie  liulin?  
Z.  everyday  eat-NEG-eat  durian  
‘Does Zhangsan eat durians everyday?’    [±Pol] >>∀  
‘On each day, does Zhangsan eat durians?’    ∀ >> [±Pol] 

4 In Holmberg’s (2015) analysis of yes-no question-answer pairs, verb echo answers share the same underlying 
structure as their corresponding yes-no questions. Under this approach, a unified analysis of the syntax of these yes-
no question is compatible with the fact that they are all answered with verb echo answers.    
5 This is indeed what Law’s (2006) proposes for the intervention effects in A-not-A questions, which are argued to 
be caused by the movement of the “A-not-A operator” with an abstract Q feature. However, as I have argued, an A-
not-A string is not inherently interrogative, and Q must be distinguished from A-not-A. 
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As the translations indicate, the question in (30) is ambiguous between either [±Pol] or ∀ taking 
wide scope, hence can be answered with a single answer or a pair-list answer respectively. If [±Pol] has 
moved and scoped over the entire sentence, the wide scope reading of ∀ is unexpected.   

Instead, I assume the framework by Beck (2006), Rawlins (2008) and Kotek (2019), in which focus 
intervention effects originate from uninterpretability in semantic computation. Next I present an analysis 
of interpreting these questions compositionally based on the outcome of the proposed syntactic 
derivation in (29), where [±Pol] remains in-situ throughout the derivation. 

To begin with, under the proposed syntax of yes-no question (29), an A-not-A question (4b), a Q-
VP question (5), and a Q+A-not-A question (7) all share the same simplified LF (31), where the moved 
Q-Op is interpreted at its landing site in the C-domain, while the [±Pol] is interpreted in-situ. 

 
(31)      CP 

       ei  
  Q-Op        TP 

       ei  
Zhangsan             PolP 

        ei 
               [±Pol]                   VP 

            eat durian 

To define the denotation of the [±Pol], I extend Erlewine’s (2014) analysis of Standard Mandarin 
disjunctor haishi ‘or’, which also exhibits focus intervention effects, to [±Pol], and assume that the 
polarity variable does not have an ordinary semantic value, while projects a focus semantic value by 
creating a Rooth-Hamblin set consisting of a proposition and its negation. Moreover, I adopt Yuan & 
Hara’s (2019) in-situ approach to A-not-A for the focus semantic value of [±Pol]: 
 
(32)   a. ⟦[±Pol]⟧0 = undefined  b. ⟦[±Pol]⟧f = {λP.λx. P(x), λP.λx. ¬P(x)} 
 

It is worth mentioning that, under the denotation in (32b), [±Pol] takes a property instead of a 
proposition as one of its argument. This proposal thus predicts that an A-not-A string, encoding the 
polarity variable, can be formed on predicates that are not verbal or adjectival, e.g. nominal predicates. 
This is borne out: 
 
(33)   [Wuhu Mandarin] 

a. maige  libai-yi.   b. %maige li-pe-libai-yi? 
    tomorrow week-one         tomorrow week-NEG-week-one 
    ‘Tomorrow is Monday.’         ‘Is tomorrow Monday?’     
         

Following the analysis of Q in Beck (2006), Erlewine’s (2014) and Kotek’s (2019), I also assume 
the interpretation of the moved Q-Qp is that it resets the focus semantic value of its complement to its 
ordinary semantic value, factoring the assumption that ha/a is a yes-no question particle (34) and a step-
by-step derivation of (31) is illustrated in (35). 
 
(34)   ⟦Q-Op a⟧0 = ⟦a⟧f  iff  ∃p ∈Q such that ∀q [q∈Q & q ≠ p → q = ¬ p] and a ∈Q 
 
(35)   a. ⟦VP⟧0 = λx, x eats durians 

 
b. ⟦PolP⟧0 = undefined 
    ⟦PolP⟧f = {λx. x eats durians, λx. ¬ x eats durians}  

c. ⟦TP⟧0 = undefined 
    ⟦TP⟧ f = {Zhangsan eats durians, ¬ Zhangsan eats durians}  

d. ⟦CP⟧0 = ⟦TP⟧ f = {Zhangsan eats durians, ¬ Zhangsan eats durians} 
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In particular, as (35b) shows, since [±Pol] does not have an ordinary semantic value (cf. 32), the 
ordinary semantic value of PolP is thus undefined, which further makes the ordinary semantic value of 
TP undefined (35c). The focus semantic value of PolP is a disjunctive set of alternative properties. This 
alternative set is then computed pointwise throughout the rest of the composition, where each alternative 
of the set composes with the sister of PolP, i.e. ⟦Zhangsan⟧. This would give us the alternative set as the 
focus semantic value of the TP (35c). At the final step of the composition, the Q-Op resets the focus 
semantic value of its sister to an ordinary semantic value (35d).     

Next I turn to the observed focus intervention effects in yes-no questions. Following Beck (2006), 
Rawlins (2008) and Kotek (2019), I assume that focus intervention effects are an LF phenomenon: when 
another focus-sensitive operator intervenes between the LF in-situ alternatives and a higher question 
operator, e.g. the moved Q-Op in the case of yes-no questions. For instance, the focus particle jiu in (27-
28) behaves like such intervener to the in-situ interpreted [±Pol], as illustrated in the corresponding LF 
in (36), adopting Beck’s (2006) and Kotek’s (2019) adaptation of Rooth’s (1985, 1992) theory of focus 
interpretation: 

 
(36)   [CP Q-Opi [TP3 [only ALT] [TP2 ~ALT [TP1 Zhangsanj [PolP [±Pol]i [VP eat durians ]]]]]] 
 

In this LF, since [±Pol] only has focus semantic value but no ordinary semantic value, both PolP 
and TP1 only have focus semantic values and undefined ordinary semantic values. However, as the focus 
sensitive operator, i.e. the ~ operator,  “makes use of both the ordinary interpretation and the focus 
semantic interpretation of its sister, and it resets the focus semantics to the ordinary semantics” (Beck 
2006), both the ordinary and focus semantic value of TP2 are then undefined: its sister TP1 does not have 
an ordinary semantic value. Consequently, TP3 has no defined ordinary or focus semantic value either, 
which further makes the CP have no defined ordinary semantic value, violating the “Principle of 
Interpretability”: 
 
(37)   Principle of Interpretability (Beck 2006: 52) 

An LF must have an ordinary semantic interpretation.  
 
5. Concluding remarks 
 

In this paper I looked at A-not-A, Q-VP and Q+A-not-A questions in Wuhu and Nanjing Mandarin, 
which I argued share the same underlying syntax: they all involve two distinct functional projections, 
QP and PolP; various surface forms of these yes-no questions are a byproduct of merging either overt or 
null Q and Pol heads; the derivation involves movement of Q-Op from Spec QP to the C-domain, while 
[±Pol] is interpreted in-situ.    

Additionally, it might be worth having a quick revisit of the distribution of -ko/-kö in Finnish:  
 
(38)   [Finnish] (Lohiniva 2019: 9a, 10) 

a. Aikoo-*(ko) Aini   muuttaa   Pariisiin   vai  Lontooseen? 
    intends-Q  Aini.NOM  move.INF  Paris.ILL  DISJ  London.ILL  

‘Does Aini intend to move to [Paris] or [London]?’ [*y/n] 

b. [Muuttaa-(*ko)  Aini   (sitten)    Pariisiin {tai/vai}    Lontooseen], … 
     moves-Q   Aini.NOM   then    Paris.ILL     DISJ    London.ILL 
     Intended ‘Whether Aini moves to Paris or London, ...’  

The alternative question reading and the unavailability of yes-no question reading in (38a) is 
somewhat unexpected if [±Pol] encoded by -ko is scoping over the entire sentence. Meanwhile, the 
incompatibility between -ko and the antecedent clause of a conditional resembles what we have seen 
regarding ha/a in Wuhu/Nanjing bare unconditionals. Such observation might call for a modification to 
the existing analysis:  (38) would make sense if we assume that -ko encodes Q instead of [±Pol]. 
Nevertheless, predictions of this revised analysis obviously need to be checked in future studies.   
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